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Ignition of wildland vegetation in wildfires is strongly dependent on convective heat transfer 

(Finney et al. 2015) because the fine size and sparse distribution of foliage and grasses enhances 

cooling by ambient air.  This is sufficient to offset heating by thermal radiation until the flame front is 

close enough for impingement.  Flame impingement on fuel particles occurs intermittently as flame 

parcels burst forward from the burning zone (Finney et al. 2015).  These bursts and non-steady flame 

patterns are still poorly understood but may have genesis as buoyant or hydrodynamic instabilities 

(Tang et al. 2015, Tang et al. 2017).  Prior experiments with wind-driven fires have revealed that 

ignition of fine fuel particles was caused by intermittent heating with average frequencies of 2-8Hz 

[Finney et al. 2015, Tang et al. 2015).  These frequencies exhibited Strouhal-Froude number scaling 

(Finney et al. 2015) such that lower frequencies occurred with longer flames but higher frequencies 

with stronger winds. This paper concerns results from additional experiments on flame characteristics 

in fires spreading up an inclined platform in the absence of wind. 

 

 

A tilting 4 x 6 m platform, adjustable from 0-40° slope angle was constructed for the purpose of 

studying upslope flame spread through engineered cardboard fuel beds (Figure 1).  The surface of the 

platform was formed by a horizontal stack of cement-board lath (each 0.06 m 0.008 m) held by a steel 

frame. Fuel consisted of cardboard cards with attached laser-cut particles of varying dimensions 

resembling a comb [4].  The spines of each comb were inserted into the slots between cement-board 

laths at varying spacing to produce fuel beds of vertically oriented cardboard particles.   

Fires were ignited instantaneously along the downslope edge of the platform with a line of gasoline.  

A 60 cm-long ramp without fuel allowed a boundary layer for induced air inflow to develop parallel 

to the platform before contacting the fuel bed (Figure 1).  Flame fluctuations and spread rates were 

recorded with a linear array of 64 fine-wire thermocouples (5e-5 m), each separated by 0.03 m.  The 

thermocouple array extended upslope from a location 3 m from the ignition edge of the platform to 

allow flame spread to accelerate before measurements were taken.  To measure hydrostatic pressure, 

a series of 16 pressure transducers were installed every 0.3m with the pressure port located flush with 

platform surface.  The pressure sensors were each co-located with a relatively large thermocouple 

(0.127 mm) to record flame arrival.  Sampling frequency of all instruments was 500Hz using National 

Instruments data logger.   

 

 

A total of 33 fire spread experiments on the tilting platform were conducted over a range of fuel 

and platform angles.  Fuel properties and slope were varied to achieve different combinations of spread 

rate and intensity.  Video showed the flame zone structure of fires on slopes to be qualitatively similar 

to those observed in wind driven fires (Figure 1).  The leading edge of the flame zone displayed the 

same peak-and-tough structure produced by alternating upward and downward flows (Finney et al. 
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2015).  Spread rate varied from 0.004 to 0.155 m s-1.  Flame length was estimated from video relative 

to graduated poles and varied from 0.3 to 3.0 m, with spanwise wavelength between flame peaks 0.16 

to 1.22 m.  

Flame contact with fuel particles forward of the ignition interface was seen to occur from 

intermittent horizontal bursts issuing forward from the trough-locations of the flame edge (Figure 1).  

These bursts originate from forward advection of coherent flame structures that first became visible 

near the rear of flaming combustion region (Figure 1a).  The flame zone was composed of these 

concave parcels and suggests the topology of circulations in Raleigh-Benard (RB) cells for gasses.  RB 

cells could result from the unstable stratification of low density flame gasses originating below denser 

ambient air.  According to Koschmeider 1993, p 64, the circulation of gasses in RB cells is reversed 

from that of liquids, showing downward motion in the center.  Thus, the visible flames trace a concave 

region of downflow within self-contained RB circulations that remain coherent as they advect forward 

through the flame zone. Instabilities become relevant to flame spread through their downstream bursts 

of flame into fresh fuels ahead of the ignition interface.   

 
Figure 1 - Top view of flame zone for fire spreading upslope.  (A) dish-shaped parcels and location of thermocouple 

rake that recorded temperature fluctuations from forward flame bursts as the fire approached.  Temperature time 

series (B) shows flame intermittency before ignition, (C) peak and trough structure as viewed toward the advancing 

flame front. 

The coherent structure of flame bursts was revealed by their downstream travel estimated as the 

“zero correlation distance” forward of the ignition interface at the point where the temperature signals 

among thermocouples (Figure 1b) showed no correlation.  This correlation distance suggested a nearly 

linear relation to flame zone depth for slope burns, but wind increased the horizontal deflection of 

flames in wind driven fires (Figure 2).   

The predictive utility of these relations is not clear because fires spreading at near steady state (as 

these were) require the forward convective heating, by definition, to be sufficient to ignite fuels at the 

same rate as fuel burnout at the rear of the flame zone.  It is suspected that the steady spread condition 

of fires on slopes evolves through some interplay of hydrostatic pressure and induced air inflow. This 

is evidenced by the observation that flames are vertical soon after ignition but eventually tilt toward 

the upslope direction as the flow-field develops.  By contrast, flames in wind-driven fires are nearly 

horizontal at ignition. 
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Figure 2a. 

 

Figure 2b. 

 

Figure 2.  a) Flame burst frequency scaling between wind-driven fire and current slope-driven experimental fires 

using a Strouhal-Froude relation (f= frequency (Hz), L= flame length (m), U=wind speed (m s-1), g=acceleration of 

gravity (9.81 m s-2), and D= flame zone depth from ignition to trailing edge (m).  b) Forward flame burst distance (r0) 

reflects the length of convective heating ahead of the combustion zone (calculated as the correlation of downstream 

thermocouple temperatures) and depends upon flame zone depth (D, m) for fires spreading upslope but also wind 

speed in wind driven fires (U, m s-1).   
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